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Good morning, Edward,

Please see DHNA ARC's comments on the upcoming agenda items below:

3. 1017 Hays - DHNA ARC agrees with OHP findings and stipulations, with an emphasis on the proposed structure's
footprint not exceeding forty (40) percent of the primary historic structure's footprint. Also, in addition DHNA ARC
requests clarification that new vinyl or aluminum windows should not be recommended for the proposed structure. Wood
materials are recommended.

4. 417 N Olive - DHNA ARC agrees with OHP staff recommendation of conceptual approval including recommended
stipulations. In addition DHNA ARC recommends:

The front walkway should be concrete and should follow the pattern of front entrance walkways found on the
block, and throughout the historic district.
The proposed structures should incorporate roof overhangs that are consistent with those predominantly found on
the block, and throughout the historic district.
Window openings should should have a similar height to width ratio as adjacent historic facades.
6' privacy fence should align at the main body of the house and not the porch.
All construction and performance should meet IRC codes, CoSA amendments and Ordinances.

DHNA ARC also suggests:

Reduce height of porch roofs to be proportional to the height and massing of the main house.  This would place
the roof to wall connections below the clerestory windows.

5. 830 Nolan - DHNA ARC agrees with OHP findings and stipulations

8. 416 Lamar - DHNA ARC agrees with OHP recommendation for Tax Verification

*17. 416 Lamar - 

DHNA ARC agrees with OHP recommendation to approve item #1 and #2 with flush mounting stipulation
DHNA ARC agrees with OHP recommendation to approve item #3, but disagrees with the stipulation that the
panels be shifted to the rear of the west facing slope. 

The west facing roof slope is screened from the right-of-way by existing vegetation. Also, there is precedent for a
very similar installation which was approved in October 2014, one block North of this location at 418 Burleson, for
solar panels installed on the west facing roof slope, partially screened from the right-of-way by existing
vegetation.

 
18. 503-507 Nolan - DHNA ARC agrees with OHP and does not recommend approval based on staff findings

19. 1025 Dawson - 

DHNA ARC agrees with OHP and does not recommend approval of items #1, #2, and #4 based on staff findings. 
DHNA ARC agrees with OHP recommendation to approve items #3, and #5 and would emphasize from finding
(d): that the existing side window should remain
DHNA ARC requests clarification on finding e: Where it states "If the windows that will be removed from the side
addition...". According to finding (d) there should only be one (1) window being removed from the side addition.



23. Amendment to the Historic Design Guidelines, Window Policy Document - 

DHNA ARC requests clarification on whether the additional forms are intended for applicants or staff to fill out and
would recommend that be clearly stated in the instructions.
DHNA ARC also recommends:

1. Window frames in proposed diagrams show butted rather than mitered connections to convey historic
materials and construction

2. Existing language on page 6 that reads "Double-hung, block frame windows that feature alternative
materials may be considered on a case-by-case basis;" should either be removed or greatly clarified as to
what considerations factor into approval of alternative materials. 

Some recent approvals have left our committee confused as to how guideline 3.A.v. of the OHP
Guidelines for New Construction* is being interpreted, in light of published material such as the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation article entitled "Replacement Windows that Meet the
Standards" **.

DHNA ARC makes our recommendations to neighbors, homeowners, developers, and to HDRC based on
these guidelines and standards, and we are requesting more transparency so that we can offer consistent
guidance with the established rules.

* "Contemporary materials not traditionally used in the district... may be appropriate for new construction
in some locations as long as new materials are visually similar to the traditional material in dimension,
finish, and texture"
** "In addition to the surface characteristics, vinyl-clad or enameled aluminum-clad windows may have
joints in the cladding that can make them look very different from a painted wood window."

We appreciate your sharing these with the Commissioners before today's hearing and as always, appreciate the
opportunity to comment on the projects in our Historic District.

Thank you,
Justin Flores
DHNA / ARC, Chair


